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Jordan Klemons - Press Quotes!

“Jordan Klemons is a great guitarist with unlimited potential. His prodigious technique is never
an end in itself but instead the means to musical expression. He has a great melodic
imagination as well as a strong rhythmic approach. He is a musician who looks to the past for
inspiration and influence yet has a modern conception; he is someone to look out and listen for!”!
Peter Bernstein!

!
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“Jordan Klemons is an agile, forward thinking guitarist, fluent in the language of Jim Hall and
John Scofield. His solos bristle with intense rhythmic drive and melodic invention.”!
Brad Shepik!

!
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Jordan Klemons has a knack for making the sophisticated sound accessible. His strong guitar
chops kick his already captivating original music into a higher level of beauty and groove.!
Alan Ferber (grammy-nominated composer and trombonist)!
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“Thank you for your great playing and spirit. Hope to continue working with you…”!
Jean-Michel Pilc!
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"Freak guitar solo. Jordan Klemons is talented. No Doubt."!
Tad Dickens, The Roanoke Times!
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"My ears were begging for something. Especially more Jordan Klemons. Many people did not
know who Klemons was...they do now.”!
Chris Adams, Carolina Live Music Society!
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"A rolling sea, hinting at a storm but guaranteeing excitement and adventure for all who choose
to sail upon it.”!
Jambands.com!
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"The CD is amazing! Haven't stopped listening to it since I got it, there is such a sophisticated,
visceral approach to your playing. Each track has its own personality that is complex yet
extremely approachable and interesting. Your improvisational skills can't help but to tell a story
to my ears every time, and lets my mind meander with each note.”!
-Chad Thompson (Asleep in the Weeds, Incognito Mosquito, The Nano Trio)!
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"[Klemons] evoked the nuanced meanderings of Jeff Beck with the thump and bump of NRBQ."!
-Lee Howard, Crossroads Charlotte!
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